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Introduction
The following viewpoint (originally due to A. Crothendieck) might be considered as
the point of departure for this work: 'To do geometry you really don't need aspace. All
you need is a category 0/ sheaves on this would-be space '. (Yu. 1. Manin, [MI, p. 83]).
This was supported by a theorem of P. Cabriel which is one of thc main results of [Gab]:

Theorem. Any noetherian scheme can be reconstructed uniquely up to isomorphism from
the category

0/ quasi-coherent

sheaves on this scheme.

Thanks to the discovery of an appropriate notion the spcctrum of abelian categories
(cf. [RI], or [R], Ch.3) the noethcrian hypothesis in this theoreln can be droppcd: any
scheme can be reconstructcd froln thc category of quasi-coherent sheaves on it (see [R2] for
a complete exposition, or the Appendix in this paper for the reconstruction procedure).
The possibility to replace scheines by categorics of quasi-coherent sheaves on them is
an important fact of commutative algebraic geometry. But for noncommutative algebraic
geometry it is a source of existence. Apparently, Yu. 1. Manin was thc first one who figurcd
this out and proposed to use the identifying spaccs with categories of structurc sheaves
on theIn as a 'right' way to introduce objects of noncommutative algebraic geometry 'nonconlmutative spaces' (cf. [MI, p. 83]). In particular, the projective spectrum of a
noncommutative Z+-graded ring can be defined by imitating the Scrre's description of the
category of quasi-cohcrent sheaves on projective schemes ((A], [AZ], [MI], [VI], [R], [LR2]).
But in spite of thc growing interest in noncornmutative algebraic geometry an adcquate
analog of the most iOlportant notion of the COllullutative algebraic geometry - that of a
scheme - had not been [ound (see (M2], p. 7). One of the main purposes of this paper is
to introduce noncomluutative schenles and sketch sonle of their basic properties.
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The paper is orgamzed as follows.
In Section 1 we introduce a 'geoInetrical' language: continuous morphisms, flat, coflat,
and Zariski ~overs and associated cosinlplicial conlplexes, the standard eOInplex of a functor
depending on a cover. We show that the standard complex of an exact functor is exaet.
In the second seetion we prove that, for any coflat finite cover of an abelian category
and for any adapted to this cover ('locally exact') functor, the corresponding standard
eomplex is aresolution of the functor.
In Section 3 we consider Zariski covers and show that if the cover is 'semiseparated'
(semiseparated affine covers are available on semiseparated schemes), the standard cOInplex
is homotopically equivalent to the Ceeh eomplex of the cover.
In Section 4 we define the category of quasi-schemes and schemes over a given category.
Relative quasi-sehenles are locally cohomologically trivial morphisms. More explicitly,
quasi-sehemes are defined as morphisms with loeally exaet direct image. They are the
Illost natural class of 'spaces' to introduce after learning first properties of the standard
complex of a cover. Schemes are defined as morphisms direct image of which have locally
a right adjoint. Surprisingly, this general nonsense definition gives what Olle would like
to expeet of scheInes. For instance, sehemes over a commutative ring k (i.e. the base
. - eategory .is..the ,eategory-of-k-modules). are..locally.eategodes~of-nlodules~over- k-algebras.
And the eategory of affine k-schemes is equivalent to the category dual to the category
of k-algebras. And morphisms from an arbitrary k-scheme to an affine k-scheme are in
bijective correspondence with morphisms of k-algebras of their global sections. Note by
passing that Drinfeld's 'quantum spaces' [Dr] over a commutative ring kare nothing else
but affine schemes over k.
In Section 5 we introduce noncommutative projective spectra and their cones and
consider two important exanlples: skew projeetive spaces and quantized Hag varieties.
In the second part of the paper, ComplCInentary Facts and Examples, we study
- Connections between some properties of Rat covers and those of associated Zariski
covers. COIllpatibility of standard cOInplexes with certain localizations. Resolutions related
to infinite covers.
- Standard resolutions of functors and, more spccifieally, resolutions of 'invcrtible
sheaves'.
As an example, we cornpute cohomology of invertible sheaves on a skew projective
space getting direct analogs of the c1assical results [S] and their consequences including
the Serre duality. In [LR3], the standard complex is used for studying cohomologies of
invertible sheaves on quantized Hag varieties.
In the appendix we recall what is the spectrum of an abclian category (introduccd
in [Rl]) and explain how to reconstruct an arbitrary scheme from the category of quasicoherent sheaves on the scherne.
I would like to thank Valery Lunts for pcrsuading rne to write this text and Jin1 Davis
for useful conversations on some parts of the work. And I thank Max-Planck Institut für
Mathematik for hospitality and a very stimulating working atmosphere.
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1. Covers and associated standard complexes.
Categories here are thought as categories of 'structure sheaves' on 'spaces' and are
identified with the 'spaces'. Accordingly some of functors could be upgraded to morphisms.
1.0. Morphisms. We define a morphism / from a category A to a catcgory B as an
isomorphness dass of right exact functors from B to A. Any functor B ---+ A fron1 f will.
be caped an inverse image functor of f. And once we made a choice of an inverse image
functor, we sha11 denote it by f*. The composition of morphisn1s is natural: /0 9 = [9* 0j*]
(here [uJ means aU functors isolnorphic to u). Allowing only categories which are equivalent
to 'small categories' with respect to some universum, we define this way a category which
shall be denoted by Reat.
A morpmsm f is continuous if its inverse inlage functor f* has a right adjoint called
a direct image junctor 0/ fand denoted usually by I •. We call a I110rphislll I flat if it is
continuous and its inverse iInage functor is exact. We caU a continuous morphism f cofiat
if its direct image functor is exact. Finally, we call f biflat if it is Rat and coRat.
A morphisI11 f : B ---+ A such that 1* is a localization (Le. a universal functor
making invertible all arrows of 'E f := {s E Horn II· (s) is invertible}) will be called by
abuse· of language.a .localization...We.call.a~localizationj a jiat.Jocalization- if./ is a Rat
morphism. This means that f is a flat Inorphism having a fully faithful direct image
functor.
1.1. Covers. We ca11 a set of Hat Inorphisms {li: Bi --+ A I i E J} a flat cover 0/ A if
any morphism s of A such that ft (s) is invertible for a11 i E J is invertible.
We cal! a Rat cover {li: Bi --+ A I i E J} a Zariski cover if each of the inverse image
functors It is a localization. This means exactly that direct image functors fi* are fully
faithful for a11 i E J (cf. [GZ], Proposition 1.1.3).
1.1.1. Example. Let A be an abelian category. And let {§i!i E J} be a farnily of
localizing subcategories of A. Recal! that a subcategory S is called localizing if it is thick and
the localization A ---+ A/S at § has a right adjoint. Being an exact functor, a localization
at Si might be regarded as inverse iInage functor of a Rat morpmsm fi : A/Si --+ A. Thc
falnily {fili E J} is a cover Hf niEJ Si = O. And any Zariski cover of A is of this form .•
1.2. The standard cosimplicial resolution of a continuous morphism. Fix a
continuous morphism I : B ---+ A with the inverse image functor f* and a direct image
functor f*. Let 1] : IdA --+ /*f* and € : f* f* ---+ Id s be adjunction arrows. Set
Qj f := 1*/* and J-L := I*€f* : ~} ---+ Qj f· The standard cosimplicial resolution ~91(f)
01 the morphism f is the standard cosimplicial resolution of the pair of adjoint functors
(f*, f*)j i.e. ~91(f) is the augnlented cosiInplicial object in EndA defined by

with thc augmentation morphism 1/ : IdA ---+ C!3f.
1.3. The standard cosimplicial resolution of a family of continuous morphisms.
Fix a fanlily f = {li : Bi --+ A I i E J} of continuous morphisms. For each i E J, denote
by C!3i the composition !i* 0 ft and by resp. TU and €i adjunction arrows I dA ---+ <.Bi and
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ft fi*

----+ I da· For any positive integer n, let Jn denote the direct product of n copies of

J. To this data there corresponds a cosimplicial object

(1)

where, for any i = (i 1 , . . . , in) E J n , ~i := lB i1 0 . . . 0 ~in' We assurne that all products in
the diagram (1) exist.
Let now F be a functor from A to an additive category B. And let

(2)
be a cochain conlplex associated to the image F 0 l!(~) of the cositnplicial object (1).
We call ~(~, F) the augmented standard complex of the functor F associated to the cover
~ = {fi : Bi -7 A 1 i E J}. The standard complex of F with respect to ~ is the chain
complex
(3)
<!+ (~, F) = (
FoG i ----+
F 0 ~i ----+
FoG i ... )

rr

rr

rr

iEJ

iEJ2

lEJ3

Ii

1.4. Proposition. Let J = {fi : Bi --+ A

J} be a finite flat cover of an abelian
category A. Then, for any exact additive functor F : A ----+ B, the standard complex
E

<!( ~,F) is exact.
Proof. Since <!(~, F) = F 0 <!(~, IdA), it suffices to prove the assertion in thc case
F = IdA.
(a) Suppose that card(.J)=l; Le. thc cover ~ consists of one morphism f. The cornplcx
f* 0 cE(f, I dA) is homotopically trivial, hence it is exact. This fact is in [Go], Appendix,
Section 5. Since ~ = {f} is a Hat cover, the inverse inlage functor f* is faithfully flat.
Therefore the cxactness of f* 0 '!(f, IdA) implies thc cxactness of <!(f, Id A ).
(b) Fix a family ~ = {fi : Bi -7 A I i E J} of continuous morphisms. The fanlily ~
can be cncoded in one Illorphism f : ffiiEJBi ----+ A having thc inverse iInage functor

x

~ rrft(X).
iEJ

(1)

The morphism f has a direct inlage functor: f*(EBiEJX i ) = EBiEJfi*(Xi ). The adjunction arrow
71 = 'TJf : I dA ----+ f* 0 f* =
fi* 0 ft
iEJ

rr

is determined by the adjunction arrows
arrow

71i :

I dA
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: - t ~i =

fi*

0

ft,

i EJ. The adjunction

where BJ :=

EBiEJBi ,

assigns to any (Xd E ObBJ the composition of the projection

and the product (Ei: It 0 li. (Xi) --7 Xd of adjunction morphisms Ei. Note that
- The complex <!(~, IdA) of the family ~ coincides with ~(f, IdA)'
- The family ~ is a Hat cover iff {f} is a Hat cover, Le. f· is a faithfully Hat functor.
, Thus the assertion in the general case follows from (a). •

2. The standard Complex of a cover and aresolution

of locally exact functors.
2.1. Locally exact functors. Fix a category A and a Hat cover ~ = {li : Bi --+ A I
i E J}. For any functor F : A --7 B, where B is an additive category with products
of card(J) objects we have thc chain complex <!(~, F). Therefore we have cohomology of
F associated to thc cover~. Suppose on the other hand that A is an abelian category
with enough injectives. So that Olle can talk about derived functors 9l* F of the functor
F. We are going to produce a natural conditions on thc cover _~ and the functor F which
garantee the isomorphisIll of ~. Fand the Gech cohomologies, H· <!( ~ 1 F), of the functor
F corresponding to the cover ~.
Call a cover {li: Bi --+ A I i E J} bifiat if thc morphisms /i, i E J, are bifiat, i.e. the
direct image functors !i. are also exact for all i EJ. Thc property which wo are going to
use is that, for any i E J, the composition fi. 0 It is an exact functor.
Let ~ = {li: Bi --+ A I i E J} be a flat cover. We say that a functor F : A --7 C is
adapted to the cover ~ if, for any i E J, the composition F 0 !i. is exact.
We call a functor F : A --7 C locally exact if there exists a finite Hat cover ~ = {li:
Bi --+ A I i E J} such that F is adapted to ~.
2.2. Theorem. Let A be an abelian category. And let ~ = {li: Bi --+ A I i E J} be a
finite bifiat cover 0/ A. Suppose each catego1'Y Bi has enough injectives. And let a functor
F : A --7 C be adapted to~. Then the standar'd complex <!(~, F) 01 the /u,nctor F with
respect to the cover ~ is aresolution 0/ the /unctor F.
Proof. Let f· denote the inverse image functor functor EBiEJ It : A --7 EBiEJBi = B J
associated with the cover~. And let f. denote a right adjoint to f* (cf. thc part (b) of
tbe Proof of Proposition 1.4). Since tbe cover ~ is biflat, the functor G := f... 0 f· is exact.
This inlplies that the standard conlplex <r(~, I dA) of the cover ~ provides aresolution

IdA

--7

<!(~)

= (G

----1

G2

--7 ... --7

Gn

--7 ... )

of the identical functor. To show that the standard complex <!(~, F)' = F 0 (!;(~) is a
resolution of the functor F, it sufficcs to check that, for any X E ObA, the object an(X)
is F-acyclic (i.e. RPF(Gn(x)) = 0 if p > 0) for all n ~ 1. (cf. [Gr] Proposition 2.5.1 in
and the following exaulple).
Note that, since thc functor f* is exact, the functor f* sends injectives into injectives.
And since each category Bi has enough injectives, the product of the categories Bi has
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enough injectives too. Let J(X) be an injective resolution of f· 0 Gn(X), n ,;::: O. Then,
since the functor f. is exact and sends injectives into injectives, f. (J(X)) is an injective
resolution of f. of* 0 Gn(x) = G n+1 (X). Bince the functor F of. is exact, the cohomology
of the conlplex F(f. (J(X)) are zero in degrees ,;::: 1. This proves that the objects Gn(x)
are F -acyclic for any X E ObA and all n ,;::: 1. •

3. Zariski covers.
3.1. First cancellations. Let ~ = {li : Bi --+ A I i E J} be a Zariski cover; Le.
every of the inverse inl~ge functors ft is a localization. This implies that the functors
®i := li.lt are idempotent. More explicitely, the morphisnlS Gi'TJi and 'TJ®iEi coincide and
are isomorphislns. The latter allows to replace the standard cosirrlplicial complcx <!:(~)
of the cover ~ by a more economic expression. Namely denote by J n the subset of all
elements (iI, ... , in) of Jxn (=the product of neopies of J) such that ik =fi ik+l for all
1 ::; k ::; n - 1. The complex <!:(~) is homotopieally equivalent to the complex

<!:(~) = (IdA ~

rr
iE J

'TJi <B;
Gi===;
<!Si'TJ; iE J~

rr 18i~ rr

<!Si"')

(1)

----t iE J 3

where, for each i = (i 1 , ... , in) E J n , <!Si := <Bi! 0 . . . 0 <!Si n •
In fact,· the eanonieal projeetion (!( <!S) ---+ (!' (~) is invertiblc ln the homotopical
eategory.

3.2. Semiseparated Zariski covers. Call a Zariski cover ~ = {fi : Bi -t A I i E J}
separated if <!Si 0 <B; ~ <B; 0 <!Si for all i, j E J. Fix an order in J. Then (!(~) is homotopieally
equivalent to thc complex

Q:(J) = (IdA

~

rr
iEJ

'TJiQjj

<!Si===;

.

rr <BJ~ rr

<5i'TJ; iEJ~<

<Bi ... )

(1)

----t iEJ3 <

where J n := {(iI'.'" in) E J xn li 1 < i 2 < ... < in}. The equivalencc is given by the
projeetion (!((5) ----r C G (~).
Moreover, if ft is a localization at the dass of arrows Si l i E J, then, for any i =
(i 1 ,· .. , in) E J xn , Gi = !i.ft, where ft is a localization at (the saturation of) Ul~k~n Si k •

3.3. Example: the standard complex of a cover of ascheme. Let X = (X, 0)
be an arbitrary quasi-eolupact scheme. For any affine cover U of X, we have endofunctors
{0u = !u.!üIU E U} of thc category Qcoh x of quasi-cohcrent sheavcs on X. Note that
<5uGu' ~ Gu,Gu implies that Gu' <Bu is isomorphie to cBunu', Thus we have the following
assertion:
3.3.1. Proposition. Let 1.( be any affine open semiseparated cover of a scheme Xj i. e.
<!SU' 0 Gu ~ <5ucBu' for all V, V' EU. Then the standard cosimplicial complex ~(1.() of the
cover 1.( is equivalent to the complex

(1)
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where, for any i = (i 1, ... , in), Ui := nl<k<n Uile • In particular, for any additive fnnctor
F : Qcoh x ---+ C, the standard chain comjilex <!:(U, F) is homotopically equivalent to the
Gech complex C(U, F).

3.3.2. Remark. Let! : X ----t S be a scheme morphism having a direct image functor

!.

(for instance, !. is thc global section functor). Since X is ql1asi-compact , there exists
a finite affine cover II of X such that ! lu is an affine morphislll for any U E U. Then the
standard complex <!:(U, !.) corresponding to the cover U is aresolution of the fllnctor !*.
Therefore it can be used for cOInputing lüghcr direct images (=derivcd functors) of ! ..
If the localizations at different open sets of the cover U cOInmlIte (i.e. Q)u' Q)u ::: Q)u Q)u
for all U, U' E U), the coulplex ~(U, !*) is homotopically equivalent to the Cech cOlnplex,
C(U, !.) of the cover ll. One can show that the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) For any affine cover U of a scheIne X, Gu"8u ::: (!;U(!;U' for all U, V' E U.
(b) The scheme X is separated.
In other words, the Cech complex is equivalent to the standard complex for any
affine cover only if the seheme is separated. If the scheme X is not separated, the higher
cohomology of the Cech complex C(U, !.) are not isomorphie, for a general affine cover U,
to the corresponding derived functors of !*.•
1

4. Quasi-schemes and schemes.
4.1. Relative quasi-schemes. We eall a continuous morphism

! : A --+ C almost

affine

if f. is an exact and faithful functor.
We eall a eontinuOllS morphism f : A --+ C a quasi-scheme over C if there exists a
Zariski cover ~ = {Ui : Bi -t A I i E J} such that the direct iInage f. 0 Ui* of f 0 Ui is exact
and faithful (i.e. f 0 Ui is almost affine) for all i E J.
With any eontinuous morphism f : A -----7 C, we associate a monad Gj = (Q) j, J.l) and
a eanonical functor f. : A --+ G j - 1nod such that !* is the eomposition of f. and the
forgetful functor Gj - mod ----t C. Here <B j := f. 0 f* and J.l = f.Ef*; E is an adjunction
morphisnl f· 0 f. ----t Id A . The canonical functor f* assigns to any object M of A thc
Gj-nlodule (!. (M), f*€).
If f : A ------t C is an alUlost affine scheme, it follows frOITI the the Barr-Beck theorem
(cf. [MLD that f. : A ---+ G j - mod is an equivalenee of catcgorics.
Note that, since f. exact , thc functor Qj j is right exact. Therefore, if C is an abelian
category, the eategory Gj - mod of G,-modules is abelian too. Thus if f : A -----7 C is
almost affine and C is an abelian catcgory, then A is abelian.
It follows that an arbitrary quasi-scheme is locallya category of modules over a right
exaet monad. This also implies that if f : A --+ C is a quasi-scheme and the category C
is abelian, then A is abelian.
We call a continuolls morphism f : A ------t C a relative semiseparated quasi-scheme if
there exists a semiseparated biflat Zariski cover ~ = {Ui : Bi -+ A I i E J} adapted to !
and such that f* 0 Ui* is faithful for all i E J.
Any alnlost affine morphism f is a relative semiseparated quasi-scheme, since f is
adapted to the trivial cover {IdA}'
We shall denote by Cat./C the fuu subcategory of nCat/C generated by eontinuous
nlorphisms A --+ C. We denote by QSch/C thc category of quasi-schemes over C which
7

is the full subcategory of Cat./C formed by quasi-schemes ovcr C. We single out the
fuU subcategory QSchc/C of quasi-compact quasi-schemes. The latter means that a biflat
cover in the definition of a quasi-scheme can be chosen finite. By 'technical reasons' (i.e. to
avoid too overloading with technicalities) and also because thc known interesting exanlples
of qllasi-schcmes are qllasi-compact, we shallllse mostly the category QSchc/C.
4.2. Morphisms of quasi-schemes. Thc nlain theoreIn about scheIne morphisms says
that, if X = (X, Ox) is an arbitrary scheIne and Y = (Y, Oy) is an affine scheme, then
there is a natural isomorphism
Schemes(X, Y)

-t

Rings(r(y, Gy), r(X, Ox)).

(1)

The goal of this section is to establish an analog of this fact (actually a generalization)
for qllasi-schemes. To see better thc nature of things, we begin with the category Cat./C
of continuous lllorphisms to C, whcre the desircd fact is valid in a most naive form.
Denote by 9J1onC the category of monads in C. Let..c denote thc functor from (9J1onC)O
to the category Cal .. /C of continuous morphisms to C which assigns to any monad 1F the
canonical continuous morphism lF - mod - t C.
4.2.1. Proposition. The functor'c : (9JtonC)O
adjoint.

--1

Cat.. /C is tully faithful and has a left

Proo/. (a) We begin with the construction of a left adjoint functor to .c.
Let h be a morphism from f : A - t C to 9 : B --1 C. After chosing g" and h*, we
can take
= h"" 0 g* as an inverse image Inorphisln of f. This way we have the equality
f. 0 h"" 0 g"" = f* 0 f"" which together with the composition

r·

g""

-t

f. 0 f*

0

g.

= f*

0

h·

0

g*

0

g. ---+

f.

0

h*

provides a lllorphisin g"" 0 g* ---t f. 0 f*. We leave to areader to check that this is a monad
morphisln and that we have defined thc required fllnctor. Moreover, we have a natural
comlllutative diagrarn:
h

-----+

B

1

(g

(1)

• J2(h)

G f -1nod

-----+ Gg

-

mod

Here thc vertical arrows are canonical morphisms with direct image functors (f* :
X ~ (f.. (X), f.€(X)), where € is an adjunction arrow j* f* - t IdA and similarly
(g.; 'c(h) is thc pull-back 1l1oprphisnl detcnnined by thc morphism of monads defined
above. Note that (1) is a diagram of InorphislllS over C. Clearly ((f) is an adjunction
morphism I deat. je --1 ,c 0 A,C. The second adjunction morphism is identical. Thc latter
fact implies that the functor ..c is fully faithful. •
A

Let 9J1ontC be the full subcatcgory of the category 9J1onC generated by right exact
Inonads, i.e. such nlonads (F, /-L) that F is a right exact functor.
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4.2.2. Lemma.' A monadIF-= (F, J.L)- "belongs -to 9J1ontC ij and only ij-the canonical
morphism f : IF - mod - t C is almost affine. In particular, ..c induces a functor, .c, from
the categonj (9J1ontC)O to the category QSch/C of quasi-schemes over C.
Proof. If f is ahnost affine (i.e.

I ..

is exact), then, clearly, F = f. 0 f· is right exact.
Conversely, suppose that F is right exact. Let 9, h : (M, rn) - t (M', m') be arbitrary IFmodule morphisms; and let e :M' - t N be a coequalizer of the pair 1*(9), f*(h) : M - t
M'. Since e 0 m' 0 F 9 = e 0 m' 0 F hand (because F is right exact) Fe is a coequalizer of
thc pair (Fg, Fh), there exists a unique arrow v : F(N) ----1 N such that e 0 m' = v 0 Fe.
One can check that v 0 Fv = v 0 J.L and v 0 FTJ(N) = idN, i.e. (N, v) is an IF-monad. The
equality e 0 m' = v 0 Fe means that e is a morphism (M', m / ) - t (N, v). Clearly the
module (N, v) is an equalizer of the pair (g, h). This shows that the dircct inlage functor
f .. is right exact. Therefore it is exact.•
4.2.3. Proposition. The functor .c : (9J1ontC)O ----1 QSch/C is fully faithful and has a
left adjoint.
Proof. Let f : A ----1 C be a quasi-scheme; and let U = {Ui : ~ -t Ali E J} 'be a coflat
Zariski cover such that, for any' i E J, ../.. 0 ui* _is~exact_andJaithful~(i.e.,I .9,Ui_: ~ ----1 C is
almost affine). Let u denote the corresponding to the cover U Inorphism niEJ ~ --t A.
Note that f", 0 (t(ll) 0 f'" is a complcx in the category Endr(C) of right exact functors
C --t C. It follows from Proposition C4.3 that the functor

GI

:=

HO(f*

0

(t(U)

0

f"')

:= Ker(/.

0

(G u

----1 (5~)

0

f"') : C -+ C

(1)

where the kernel is taken in the category EndrC, does not depend on the choice of the
cover U. And <8 has a unique1y defined lllonad structure J.L'. The morphism 1 : A ----1 C
decomposes uniquely into a continuous lnorphisln Cf : A --t GI -mod and GI -mod ----1 C.
Here Gj := ('Sj, /-L'). Thc map assigning to any quasi-scheme f : A ----1 C the right exact
monad GI extends naturally to a functor which is a 1eft adjoint to the functor.c. And
C' = (Cf) is the adjunction arrow from IdQSch/c to .c 0 ... .c. The other adjunction arrow is
identical. •

1

4.2.4. Proposition. The junctor .c : (9J1ontC)O --t QSch/C establishes an equivalence
between the category (9J1ontC)O dual to the category oj right exact monads and the category
QAff/C of almost affine quasi-schemes over C.
Proof. Thc assertion follows from Proposition 4.2.3 and the fact that any a1most

affine quasi-scheme f : A - - t C satisfics the conditions of thc Barr-Beck theorem; hcnce
thc canonical lnorphism A - t GI - 1nod is an cquiva1ence (cL the discllssion in Section
4.1) .•
4.3. Relative schemes. Wc call a continuous morphism f : A --t C affine if its dircct
image functor I .. is faithful and has a right adjoint. Usually, we shan denotc thc right
adjoint to f* by ft.
A family of InorphislllS (in particular a cover) ~ = {Ui : Bi -t A I i E J} will be called
affine if each Uj is affine.
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A continuous .morphisnl. 1- : A -----+ C shall be·caUed a scheme over C if there-exists an .
affine Zariski cover U = {Ui : Bi -t A I i E J} such that / 0 Ui is an affine nlorphism for
all i E J.
Clearly any scheIne over C is a quasi-schenle ovcr C.
Any scheme Inorphism X ---+ Y having a direct inlage functor defincs a relative
scheIne Qcohx ---+ Qcoh y in thc sense of the definition abovc.
Denote by Seh/C the full subcategory of Cat*IC objects of which are schenIes over
C. We single out thc full subcategory SchclC of quasi-compact scheInes, Le. schemes
/ : A ---+ C which have a finite Zariski cover U = {Ui : Bi - t A I i E J} such that f 0 Ui is
an affine Inorphism for all i E J.
Finally, we denote by Aff/C the full subcategory of Seh/C objects of which are affine
schemes over C.

4.4. The main theorem on seheme morphisms. Denote by 9JtoncC the fuU subcategory of 9JtoncC objects of which are continuo'Us monads in C, Le. nlonads IF = (F, J-L) such
that the functor F has a right adjoint. Clearly every continuous Inonad is right exact:
9JtoncC ~ 9JtoncC .
.4.4.1. . Lemma. . A _monad~ IF. _- .( F, J-L) • in. C is _continuous -if "and ..only .if.. th e -can onical
morphism f : lF - mod ---+ C is affine.
Praof. (a) One direction is trivial: for any affinc morphism g the functor g.
a right adjoint by definition; and for the f : IF - 1nod -----+ C, f* 0 j*=F.

F

0

T/:

F ~ ---+ I dc ,

v
is an action of F on

F~

;= F~

7] :

J--L)

0 J-LF~) 07]' F 0

(€'

F" : F

0 F~

-----+

F~

(1)

which satisfies the properties:

v
Here

g* has

is continuous. Let F~ be a right adjoint to F; and let
I de ---+ F ~ 0 F be adj unction arrows. Then

(b) Suppose that 1F = (F,
€' :

0

0

7]F~

= idp-

and v

0

J-LF~

= v 0 Pv.

(2)

I de ---+ F is the identity of the monad lF. In fact,
v01JF~:= F~(€' 0J-LF~) o7]'PoF~ o1]F~ = F~t'
F~ €'

0

(F~J-Lor/Fo1])P~ =

0 (p~ J-L 0 FA F7] 0 7]')FA = FA t' 07]'FA = idp-.

We leave the checking of the associativity identity to thc reader.
The relations (2) iInply that (FA(M), v(M)) is an lF-Inodule for any M E ObC. Clearly
the map ft assigning to any M E ObC the module (PA(M), v(M)) and to any arrow f of
C the morphism PA/ of the corresponding modules is a functor. The cOlnpositions of the
forgetful functor f* and /t are:

f. 0 ft = FA,

ft 0 f* : (M, m)

f----t

(FA (M), v(M)).

There are canonical Inorphisms

E" :=

t'

0

7]FA : f.

0
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ft = FA

----t I de

(3)

and

1]" :

I dF -mod --+ f t

0

f * defined by

1]"(M,m):= F"mory'(M): (M,m) -+ (F"(M),v(M))

(4)

We it leave to the reader to check that (4) is really an IF-module nlorphism and the functor
morphisms f" and 'TI" are adjunction arrows for f* and ft·
4.4.2. Corollary. A morphism
continuous monad.

f : A -+ C is

affine if and only if GI

=

(f*

0

f*, J-L) is a

Proo/. Only if is trivial.
If: In fact. if f is almost affine, f* is (cf. Proposition 4.2.4) equivalent to the forgetful
functor f : GI - mod -+ C, GI = (f* 0 f*, J-L). By Lemma 4.4.1, the existence of a right
adjoint to (!3* is equivalent to the existence of a right adjoint to f* 0 f* .•

Thus the functor ..c : "(9J1onC)O -+ Cat*IC which assings to any monad IF the canonical
morphism IF - mod --+ C induces a functor 6 from (DJ1oncC)O to Sehe/Co
4.4.3. Proposition. The functor 6 : (9J1oncC)O --t Sehc/C is fully faithJul and has a
left· adjoint. .
. ~ - . - .- . .. ~. - - . .
Proo/. Let f : A --+ C be ascheme; and let U = {Ui : 0 i --+ Ali E J} be ci coflat
Zariski cover such that, for any i E J, f* 0 Ui* is faithful and has a right adjoint (Le.
f 0 Ui : (!3i --+ C is affine). Let u denote the corresponding to the cover U morphism
niEJ~ --+ A. Note that f. 0 lt(U) 0 f* is a cOInplex in the category <EnD(C) of continuous
functors C --+ C. It follows froln Proposition C4.3 that 1. 0 <t(U) 01* is aresolution of the
functor

(!3'j

:= HÜ(/*

0

<t(U)

0

f*) := K er(f*

0

(®u -+ (!3~) 0 j*) : C --+ C

(1)

where the kernel is taken in the category <tnD C. In particular, C!5'j does not depend on
the choice of the cover U. Thc functor G'j has a uniquely defined nlonad structure J-L".
The morphism f : A --t C decomposes uniquely into a continuous morphism ('/ : A -+
G'j - mod and GI - rnod - - t C. Here Gi := (G'}, J-L"). The map assigning to any scheme
f : A -+ C the continuous Inonad
extends naturally to a 'global section' functor
r : Seh/C --+ (9J1oncC)O which is a left adjoint to the 'localization' functor 6. And
= (('/) is the adjunction arrow from Id sch / c to (50 "r. The other adjunction arrow is
identical. •

GI

e"

4.4.3.1. Corollary. The functor 6 : (9J1oncC)O -+ Seh/C establishes an equivalence
between the category (9J1oncC)O dual to the category 01 continuous rnonads and the category
Aff/C 01 affine schemes over C.
4.5. Sehemes over a eategory of modules. Let C be the category k - rnod of left
modules over a ring k, and let j : A -+ C be amorphism. We can assign to the rnorphisrn
f the pair (A, f*(k)). This correspondence provides a functor from the category Cat* IC
to the category Cat* objects of which are pairs (A, 0), where A is a category (thought
as the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on ascheIne) and 0 is an object of A (thought
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as the structure sheaf). Morphisms frorn (A,O) to (A',O') are pairs (/,4», where I isa
morphislll frorn A to A' and 4> is an isornorphisrll from 1* (0') to O.
Suppose now that f : A ----t C is a eontinuous lllorphism. Thcn it is dcfincd uniqucly
up to isomorphisrn by the object 0 = I*(k).
In fact, we have functorial isomorphislllS A(f*(k),X)::: C(k,/.(X))::: f.(X) whieh
shows that thc direct image funetor f. of f is naturally isomorphie to thc functor X I--------t
A(f·(k), X). Therefore the inverse image funetor f* (representing f) is defined uniqely
up to isornorphism (being a left adjoint to the funetor f*) by the objeet f*(k). Note that
since f· respects COlilllits, there exist a coproduct of any set of copies of 0 = f*(k).
Conversely, suppose that (A,O) is an object of the category Cat. such that the
eategory A is abelian and there exists a coproduct of any set of copies of O. Then the
functor X I--------t A(0, X) frolll A to the category K - mod, where K = A( CJ, 0)°, is a direct
image of a continuous rnorphislll frolll A to K - mod ([BD], Proposition 6.6.23).
Now fix an additive category A and a continuous morphism f : A - t C = k=mod.
And set 0 = f* (k). The functor 1* is faithful Hf 0 is a generator of the category A. In
this case, A has a structure of a k-linear eategory.
Since f. ::::: A (0, ), thc morphisrn f is coflat iff 0 is a pro j ecti ve ob j ect.
Thus f. -is almost~affine-.i:ff . . O~is a .. projeetive-.generator-. -Finally,-f··is~affine~.jff 0 is a
projective generators of finite type.

4.5.1. Proposition. (a) For any continuous morphism
a canonical functor morphism

f :A

----t C

=k -

mod, there is

(1)
such that Wf(V) is an isomorphism for any free k-module V of finite type.
(b) If f is almost affine, then 7j; f (V) is an isomorphism for any finitely presented
k-module V. In particular, if k is left noetherian, then 7j; f (V) is an isomorphism for any
finitely generated k-module V.
(c) The morphism 7j;f is an isomorphism if and only if f is affine.
(d) The morphisrn f is affine if and only if the functor
A(O, -) : A ----t A(O, 0)° - mod is an equivalence of categones.
Proof. (a) For any additive funetor F : k - mod ----t k - mod, the module F(k) has
a natural k-billlodule there is a canonical functor morphism 'l/JF : F(k)®k ----t F (see for
instance, [Bass], eh.!). Reeall that, for any k-module V, the morphism 7j;F(V) is thc image
of id v with respect to thc composition

Sirrce 'l/J F (k) is an isomorphisrn and the functor F is additive, 7j; F(V) is an isolllorphisru
for any free k-lnodule V of finite rank.
(b) If thc functor F is right exact, Le. it preserves cokernels, 7j; F (V) is an isonlorphism
for any finitely presented object V, since finitely presented objects are exaetly cokernels
of morphislllS between free objects of finite rank.
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(c) The morphisIn 'lj; F is an isomorphism iff the functor F preserves arbitrary colimits
(01', equivalcntly, has a right adjoint).
.
The assertions (a)-(c) of the lemma are just specializations of these facts for thc
functor f .. 0 f* ~ A( 0, f*-).
(d) By Proposition 4.2.4, if f : A ---+ k - mod is almost affine, the canonical functor
A ---+ GI - mod is an equivalence of categories. The assertion (c) iInplies that if (and
only if) f is affine, the monad G, is naturally isomorphie to the monad (A(O, O)0k, m),
where m is induced by thc multiplication in A(O,O)o. The category (A(O, 0), m) - mod
is isomorphie to the category of left modules over A(O, 0)°.•
4.5.2. Remark. The analysis above shows that when the ring k is commutative, affine
schemes over C = k - mod are affine schemes in the sense of M. Artin and J. J. Zhang [AZ) .

•
4.5.3. General schemes over k. Let f : A --+ C be an arbitrary quasi-scheme over
C = k - modi and let U = {Ui : Bi --+ A I i E J} be a Zariski cover adapted to f such that
f* 0 Ui* is an exaet, faithful functor for any i E J. 01', in our new language, f 0 Ui is an
alnlost affine quasi-scheme for any i. By 4.1, this means that the category Bi is naturally
equivalent. to tbe eategory~Gloui.. ...,....~rnod, . .w here.Gfoui. iso thc-monad in.the eategory k - mod
(shortly k-rnonad) associated with the rnorphism f 0 Ui. If f : A ---+ C is ascherne and
U is the corresponding affine cover, then Bi is isomorphie to the category of Ri-modules,
where R i = Bi (Oi, Odo, Oi is the 'structure sheaf' on Bi: Oi = ui (k).
Thus any SCheITle over k - rnod is locally thc catcgory of left ITlodules over k-algebras.
Every quasi-scheIne over k - 1T/,od is locally the category of left modules over a k-monad.
ExaInples of interest of relative schemes are noncomInutative projective spaces and
quantized f1ag varieties of semisimple Lic algebras. We discuss thenl in Section 5.

5. Noncommutative quasi-affine spaces and projective spectra.
5.1. Projective spectrum and a quasi-affine space related to a graded algebra.
Let k be a commutative ring, r a cornmutative direetly ordered group. And let R be an
associative r-graded k-algebra. For any 'Y E r, set R>i := EBa>iRa' For any R-module M
and any , Er, denote by Mi the subset of all elements of M annihilated by R>i" Denote
by T+ the full subcategory of the category R - mod generated by all R-nlodules M such
that M = sup{MI'I'Y Er}. One can see that T+ is a Serre subcategory of the eategory
R-mod. The quotient category Coner(R) := R-modjT+ is called the quasi-affine space
(or affine cone) 01 R.
Let :F be the natural functor gtrR - mod ---+ R - mod. And let T+ denote the
preilnage of T+ in gtrR - mod. Since the functor :F is exact, T+ is a Serre subcategory
of gtrR - rnod. The quotient category Projr (R) = gtrR - modjT+ is called projective
spectrum ofR.
We have the following canonical continuous Inorphisms:
The 'elnbedding' u : Coner(R) --+ R - mod with a localization at T+ as an inverse
image functor.
Thc morphism 1f' : Projr(R) ---+ grR - mod with with a localization at T+ as an
inverse image functor.
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The morphism
I{J. :

I{J :

gtrR - 1nod - t Ra - mod, with the direct image functor

gtr R - mod

--t

Ra - mod,

M = EB-YErM-y

Here 0 denotes the identity elernent of thc group r.
Note by passing that the inverse image functor 'P. : V
This follows froIn the fact that the adjunction morphism

is an isomorphism.
Set 7f := I{J 0 7f' : Projr(R)
as the global sections functor.

---t

f-t

f-t

Mo.

(1)

R ®Ro V is fully faithful.

R o - mod. Thc direct image

7f.

of 7f can be regarded

5.1.1. Aremark about changing the grading. Let R be a r-graded k-algebra; and
let 'lj; : r - t r' be a group epimorphism. Then R becomes a r'-graded algebra. So
that we have the r'-cone of Reoner' (R) and the r'-projective space Projr' (R). The
natural functor F : gtrR - mod --+ gtr,R - mod induces exact and faithful functors
Coner(R) ~ Coner/(R) and Projr(R) -+ Projp(R) such that the diagram '
Coner(R)

r

(1)

Projr(R)
commutes.
Therc could be that the horizontal arrows in (1) are equivalences of categories. This
happens (in thc cOlnnlutative case) when therc is an epimorphism from Pic(Projr' (R))
auto r. For exarnple, the Hag variety of a reductive Lie algebra 9 is a prajective spectruIll
af a Z+-graded algebra. On thc othcr hand it can be regarded as Projr(R}, wherc r =
zr, r = rank(g) (cf. Section 5.5).
But in general the horizontal arrows of (1) are not equivalences.
5.2. Affine covers of projective spectra. Let k and r be as in Section 5.1. Fix a
r -graded associative k-algebra R.
5.2.1. Lemma. Let S = {Sili E J} be a family of left homogeneous Ore subsets of the
algebra R. And let, for each i E J, Si be the SeTTe subcategory of R - mod generated by all
modules M such that any element 01 M is annihilated by some element of Si' And let Si
be the preimage of Si in gtrR - mod.
The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) The Berre s'llbcategories {Sili E J} provide a cover 0/ the 'quasi-affine space'
Coner(R); i.e. niEJ Si = T+.
(b) The SerTe subcategories {Sili E .J} provide a cover of the projective spectrum
Projr(R); i.e. niEJSi = 1'+.
(c) The family 0/ Ore sets S = {Sili E J} has the properties:
(i) for any 'Y E rand any i E J, Si n R>-y #- 0.
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(ii) if m is .a·left ideal of R such that mn Si i=- 0 for all i E J, then R>I

~ m

for some

')'Er.

Proof. (a)=} (c). The condition (i) is equivalent to the inclusion T+ ~ Si for all i E .1.
The condition (ii) says that T+ contains the intersection niEJ Si. Thcrefore T+ = niEJ Si·
The implications (b)=} (c) are established the same way. _

5.2.1.1. Remark. In [VWJ, a Z+-gTaded noetherian ring R such that there exists a
fanüly of left and right Ore sets S = {Si li E J} satisfying the equivalent conditions of
Lemma 5.2.1 is called schematic. Quite a few algebras of interest are schematic. We refer
to [VWJ for examples. 5.2.2. Proposition. Any lamily S = {Sili E J} 01 left homogeneous Ore sllbsets 01 R
satislying the c0!tditions (i), (ii) 01 Lemma 3.2.1 determines an affine cover {Sili E J} 01
Projr(R) adapted to the global section lunctor '7f. : Projr(R) ---+ Ho - 1nod.
Prool. Here Si denote thc inlage of thc Berre category Si in Projr(R).
The composition of'7f. and thc direct inlage OfUi: Projr(R)/S; ---+ Projr(R) equals
to the composition

(1)
and the functor cp. : gtrR - mod ---+ R o - mod (cf. (1) in 5.1). Note that the category
Projr(R)/S: is naturally identified with the category gtrR - mod/Si ; so that the functor
(1) becomes a right adjoint to the localization

(2)
Since (2) is a localization at a left Ore set Si, the quotient category gtrR - modi Si is
equivalent to the category gtSi- 1 R - mod of graded S;l R-modules. Thus gtrR - mod/Si
can be replaced by S;l R - mod. And the localization Qi can be identified with the
tensoring S;l R0R. Therefore a right adjoint functor to Qi is exact. Since the functor
'P. : gtr R - mod ---+ R o - mod is exact, we obtain the exactness of '7f. 0 ui •. Now thc
assertion follows froIn Proposition 2.2. _

5.3. Remark. Under the conditions of Proposition 5.2.2, the family of Ore sets S =
{Sili E J} detennincs an affine cover of Coner(R) := R - mod/T+ which is adapted to
the direct ilnage functor u'" : Coner(R) - t R - mod (cf. 5.1). The covers of Projr(R)
and Coner(R) defined by thc faInily S are compatible with the natural (inverse image)
functor Projr(R) ---+ Coner(R); Le. the diagram

Projr(R)

1
Coner(R)

(3)

is commutative for an i E J. Here s~ is the image of the Berre category Si in Coner(R).
And Coner(R)/S~ can bc identified with R - 7nod/S i = Si- 1 R - rnod. _
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5.4. -Example: noncommutative- skew projective spaces. Let A be an arbitrary
associative k-algebra. And let- q denote a matrix [qij]i,jEJ with entrees in k such that
qijqji = 1 for a11 i, j E J. In particular, qii = 1 for an i E J. To this data therc corresponds
a skew (or q-)polynomial algebra Aq[x], where x denotes the set ofindcternünates {xiii E
J}. The defining relations are:

XiXj
Xir

=

= qijXjXi for an
rXi

(1)

i, j E J,

for a11 i E J and

r

(2)

E R

Let J = {O, 1, ... , r}. Set f := zr+1; and let Ti, i = 0,1, ... , T, denote the canonical
generators of f. Wc provide r with a standard lexicographic preorder. Assigning to each
Xi the parity Ti, we turn the skew polynomial algebra R := Aq[x) into a f-gradcd algebra
with Ro=A.
There is a natural choice of left (and right) homogeneous Ore subsets of thc ring
R : Si := {xiln ~ 1} for all i E J. The family S = {Sili E J} satisfies the conditions
(i), (ii) of Lemma 5.2.1. Thereforc S determines, by Proposition 5.2, affine covers of the
spaces Proj r (R)_ and. Coner (R) .._These. covers. have. a11. 'c1assical' .propertics:
(a) One can see that the category Coner(R)/§~ :::::: Aq[x, xiI] - mod.
(b) Let f i denote the quotient group r /71/Yi ~ zr. We have:

(3)
Thc right hand side category in (3) is llaturally equivalent to thc catcgory gtr;AqJX/Xi]-1
mod of left ri-.graded.mod~les over the skew polynonüa~ algebra A~fx/Xi]. Here X/Xi denotes {Xj/xil] E J,] =1= 'l,}, and qi denotes the matnx [qniqnmqni ]n,mEJ-{i} (cf. [R],
Example 1.7.2.2.4).
Note that AqJX/Xi] is tbe ri-component of the algebra Aq[x, xiI] of the 'functions
on Coner(R)/S~'.
(c) One can see that the category Projr(R)/S: is natura11y identified with the category
gtriOAqi{X/xd - mod and Coner(R)/S~ with gtriAq{X, xiI] - mod. And the canonical
functor Projr(R)/SI -+ Coner(R)/S~ of Remark 5.3 is isonlorphic to the tensoring by
the algebra Aq[x, xiI] over its ri-component A qi [X/Xi] = Aq[x, xil]o.
(d) The composition of the Gabriel functors Gi := Qi'" 0 Qi, where Qi is a localization
at Si, conunute one with another. In other words, the canonical cover of Projr (R) is
senüseparated. This iInplies that, for any subset J' of J, the composition of Gi, i E J', is
the Gabriel functor of the localization at thc multiplicative set generated by {xiIi E J'}.
5.4.1. The 'projective space' pr. Let again R = Aq[x], X = (xO Xl, ... , x r ). But
take r = Z with the natural orderj and set the parity of each Xi equal to 1. One can
repeat with Conez(R) and pr := Projz(R) the same pattern as with Coner(R) and
Pr := Projr(R). Only this tiIne the quotient groups f i will be trivial, and we obtain a
picture very sinülar to the c1assical Olle: pr covered by r + 1 affine spaces A qi {X/Xi] -1nod,
i = 0, 1, ... , r. Thc details are left to thc reader.
Note tbat thc categories pr and Pr := Projr (R) are not equivalent if T ~ 1.
l
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5.4.2. --A useful generalization. - Suppose we are given a k-algebra A and- a Inatrix
q = (qij)O~i,j~r (as in 5.4), and a group homonlorphisnl {j : zr+l ---+ Autk(A). Definc
Aq[x, {j] as the k-algebra generatcd by A alld x = (xo, XI, ... ,xr ) subject to the relations:
(1)

for all 0 ~ i, j
generator ri of
and by P~.

~

r

rand b EA. Here {)i is the image with respect to {j of the canonical
= zr+l. The corresponding projective spaces shall be denoted by

Pr {}
'

5.5. Flag varieties of quantized enveloping algebras. Let 9 be a reductive Lie algebra
over C and U(g) the envcloping algebra of g. Let \J3 denote thc group of integral wcights
of g, and let \J3+ be the scmigroup of nonnegative integral weights. Let R = EB'xE'.lJ+ R>.,
where R>. is the vector space of thc (canonical) irreducible finite dilllcnsional representation
with the highest weight A. The module R is a \J3 -graded algebra with the multiplication
determined by the projections R>. ® R v ---+ R>.+v, for all A, v E ~+. It is well known that
the algebra R is isolllorphic to the algebra of regular functions on the base affine space of
g. Recall that Y = G/U, where G is a connected siInply connected algebraic group with
the Lie algebra g, and U is its maximäl unipotent subgroup.
..
The Coner(R) is equivalent to the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on thc base
affine space Y of the Lic algebra g.. Tbc category ProjrCR) is equivalent to thc category
of quasi-coherent sheaves on the Hag variety of g.
Let now 9 bc a semisiInple Lie algebra over a field k of zero c~aracteristic (say, k =
Q(q)) and Uq(g) the quantized enveloping algebra of g. Define the ~ -graded algebra R =
EB>'E'.lJ+ R>. the same way as above. This time, however, the algebra R is not COIllIllutative.
FoUowing the classical example (and identifying spaces with categories of quasi-coherent
sheaves on theIn), wc caU Coner(R) the quantum base affine space and Proj(R) the
quantum fiag variety of g.

5.5.1. An affine cover of the Hag variety. Let W be the Weyl group of thc Lie algebra
g. Fix a w E W. For any A E ~+, chaose a nonzero w-extremal vector ew >.. generating
the one dimensional vector space formed by thc vectors of the weight wA. Set Sw :=
{k* ew>..1 A E '+1+}. It follows fronl the Weyl character fonllula that ew>.ew~ E k* ew(>.+~)'
Hence ew is a Inultiplicative set. It was proved by Joseph (Ja] that Sw is a left and right
Ore subset in R. The Ore sets {Sw lw E W} determine a locally affine cover of the quantum
base affine space Coner(R) and the quantum Hag varicty ProjrCR) of g. This cover enjoys
properties similar to thc properties (a)-(c) of the canonical cover of a 'projective space'
and its cone (cf. 5.4). Namely, Coner(R)/Sw is naturally equivalent to S;;/'R - mod and
Projr(R)/Sw is naturally equivalent to (S~l'R.)O - mod. But the analog of the property
(d) in 5.4 does not hold: the multiplicative subset generated by Sw and Sw for different w
and w' is not an Ore set in general. Which llleans that the situation is not analogous to the
classical one: the canonical cover is not semiseparated. Still the standard complex allows
to compute thc cohomology of line bundles on the quantized Hag variety by cOluparing
theIn with the cohomology of the classical specialization. This is done in [LR3].
J
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Complementary facts and examples.
Cl. Flat covers and Zariski covers.
CI.I. Lemma. Let A be a category with finite limits and colimits. Then any fiat (i.e.
exact and having a right adjoint) junctor T : A ---t B is represented uniquely up to
isomorphism as the composition Ho Q, where Q is a fiat localization, and H is a jaithjully,
fiat junctor.
Proof. The functor T is represented as thc cornposition T = H 0 Q, where Q is the
localization at S = {s E HoulA I T s is invertiblc}. Since the functor T = Ho Q has a right
adjoint, T'"', thc functor H is left adjoint to the cOlnposition Q 0 T'"'; and the adjunction
arrow f : ToT ---+ I d can bc also regarded as an adj unction rnorphism H 0 (Q 0 TA) =
Ho H'"' --t Id. As for the sccond adjl111ction arrow, , : Id ---t H'"' 0 H = (Q 0 TA) 0 H,
it is uniquely defined by the cquality ,Q = Qr/ (cf. [G Z], Lemma 1.1. 3.1). Here 7] is the
adjunction lllorphisill I d --t T'"' 0 T.
Let F denote the composition T'"' 0 T. Define the functor G : A ---+ A as the equalizer
of the pair F7], TJF : F ---+ F 0 F. And let v denote the canonical arrow G --t F.
Note that if s EHolnS, then Gs is invertible. In fact, s EHoUlS if and only if Ts is
in'vertible. But, tliis 'implies that' Fs and F 0 F(s) are -invertible. Herice Gs is invertible.
Therefore G = L 0 Q for a uniquely defined functor L. We claim that the functor L
is right adjoint to Q. In fact, since the adjunction arrow 7] : I d - t F = T'"' 0 T equalizes
(FTJ, TJF), WB have a canomcallnorphism § : Id ---t L 0 Q = G uniquely defined by the
equality: v 0 8 = 1].
On the other hand, applying the localization Q to thc arrows F1],1]F, we obtain a
pair of morphislns from
A

Q oF:= QoT'"' oT

= (QoT A) oHoQ = (HA oH) 0 Q

to

Q0F

0

F = (Q

Since ,Q

0

T'"')

= Qr/,

0

(H 0 Q)

0

F = (H'"'

0

H)

0

Q

0

F = (H'"'

0

H)

0

(H'"'

0

H)

0

Q.

we have:

Q1]F = ,QF

= ,HQ,

and QF1]

= H'"' HQTJ = H,Q.

By Proposition 1.3.4 in [GZ], the fllnctor H is exact and faithful; therefore it is faithfully Hat. By Lemma 1. 3.1, thc adj unction arrow , : I d ---+ H is the equalizer of thc pair
H" ,H. In particular,
,Q = Q1] : Q ---+ HoQ = Q 0 F
is the equalizer of ,HQ = Q1]F and H,Q = QF1].
Notice now that, by the same Proposition 1.3.4 in [GZ], S adlnits left and right fractions. By Proposition 1.3.1 in [GZ], the localization Q : A - t A[S-l] is an exact functor.
In particular, it preserves equalizers.
Thus, we have obtained: both thc arrows, Qv : Q 0 G --t QF and Q1] : Q ---t QF,
are equalizers of the pair Q1]F, QF7]. Since Q11 = Q(v 0 8) = Qv 0 Qo, this Uleans that
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the arrow Qb :--Q - : t Q 0 G- =-Q 0 L o·Q is -an iSOlTIOrphism. By the universal property
of the localization Q, there is a unique functor isomorphism u : Q 0 L --+ I d such that
uQ = Qb- I .
By the definition of a, we have: aQ 0 Qb = idQ.
Note that (La 0 bL)Q 0 b = LaQ 0 LQb 0 8 = 8. This implies, by the universal
property of 8, that (Lu 0 8L)Q = idLoQ. Therefore, by the universal property of Q, wc
have: Lu 0 8L = id L .
The equalities uQ 0 Qb = idQ , La 0 8L = ~dL show that thc functor L is the right
adjoint to the localization Q, and 8 and aare adjunction arrows.•
Let ~ = {li: Bi --+ Ali E J} be a family of Hat morphisnls. By Lemma Cl.1 each
Ii is representcd as a composition of a Hat localization qi : Ai --+ A and a faithfully Hat
lTIorphisnl h i : Bi --+ Ai' Clearly ~ is a cover Hf {qi : Ai --+ Ali E J} is a cover.
Another application of Lelnma CI.1 is the following proposition.

Cl.2. Proposition. Let ~ = {li: Bi -+ Ali E J} be a finite /amily 0/ flat m017Jhisms to
an additive category A. And let q* be a localization at E~ := {s E HomAl/t(s) is invertible
for all i E J}. Then the standard comp/ex

o --+ q*

--+ q*(

rr 0d

--+ q*(

iEJ

rr

0i 0 j) --+ ... ~ q*(

rr

Gi) ~ ...

(1)

iEJxn

i,jEJ

is exact.
ProoJ. It suffices to prove the assertion in the case card(J)=l (cf. the argulnent
of Proposition 1.4); Le. when ~ = {f} for a flat lTIorphism I : B --+ A. By Lemma
Cl.1, I = q 0 h, where q : A' ~ A is a Hat localization (i.e. q* is a flat localization)
and h : B ~ A is a faithfully Hat morphism. Since q* 0 q* ~ 1 dA', wc havc canonical
isomorphisms:
~ q* 0 GI: 0 q*. Thc complex (1) is isolllorphic to

(Bi

C!(h, 1d)q*

:=

(1 dA' ~

(!;h

--+ (B~ --+ ... ~ 01: ~ ... )oq*

(2)

Since the morphism h is faithfully Hat, the complex Q:(h, 1 d) is exact. Therefore thc
complex (2) is exact.•

Cl.3. Aremark on localizations. We have defined thc almost affinnity of a Hat
morphislTI I a.s the exactness of thc functor f*. Since f* is exact, thc exactness of f* 0 f*
is garanteed if 1* is exact. In the case when I is a Hat localization, the inverse is true: f*
is exact if f* 0 f* is exact. This is a corollary of the following useful observation:
Cl.3.1. Lemma. Let I : B --+ A be a continuous morphism such that the direct image
lunctor f* is fully laithflLl (hence 1* is a localization). And let 1) : D --+ A be a diagram
such that there exists colim(f* 0 1'). Then colim1' exists and the Jollowing conditions are
equivalent:
(a) G f := f* 0 1* is comrnutes witk colün(f* 01)).
(b) 1* cornmutes with colim:D .
Proof. The existence of colim'IJ follows fronl Proposition 1.1.4 in [GZ].
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{a){::::} (b). T he condition (a) IneanS· that the natural morphisn1

is an isomorphisln. But since 1* is fully faithful, 1*

0

1*

~

I d. So that

colimG f 0 (/* 011) ::= colim(/* 011).

On thc other hand, since 1* commutes with colimits,
G f (Gol i m (1* 0 11))

= 1* 0 1 * (Gol i m (f* 0 11))

::= / * (Goi im (I * 0 / * 0 11)) ~ / * (col i m (11))

which proves thc claiIn.•

Cl.3.2. Corollary. Let 1 : B - t A be a flat localization (i.e. /. is exact and
laithful). Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) G f = 1. 0 f* is exact.
(b) I. is exact.

f.

is lully

C2. Standard complex of aOfamily of morphisms and localizations. Here we shall
discuss the compatibility of derived functors with ccrtain localizations.
C2.1. Lemma. Let / : B -----+ A be continuous morphismj and let Q : A -----+ A' be flat
localization such that f* factors through Q : f* = 1'·oQ.
(a) Then 1'* is an inverse image functor of continuous morphism I' : B -----+ A'.
(b) If G f := I. 0 f* is an exact functor, then G fI = f; 0/'* is exact.
In particular, ij / is a bifiat localization, then j' is a bifiat localization.
Proof. (a) The statement is a consequence of Lemma 1.1.3.1 in [GZ].
(b) Since 1* = f'·oQ, f* ~ QA O / ; . SO that G f ::= QAoGfloQj hence QoG f ::= Gf,oQ.
The latter isolnorphisln shows that thc functor Q 0 Gf factors through thc localization Q.
Since the functors Q and G f are exact, Q 0 G f is exact and, therefore, G f' is exact by
Propositions 1.3.2 and 1.3.4 in [GZ] .•

C2.2. Leomma. Let ~ = {li : Bi -r A)i E J} be a set of biflat morphisms; and let
Q : A -----+ A' be a flat localization such that every li is compatible with Q. Then
(a) The induced localizations of A', ~' = {lI : B~ - - t A'li E J}, are bijtat.
(b) !fQ(s) is invenible for any arrow s 01 A such that It(s) is invertible for all i E J,
then ~ induces a bifiat cover, ~', of A'.
Proof. The assertion follows from Lemlna C2.1. •

C2.3. Proposition. Let A be an abelian categollj with enough injectives. Let Q : A -----+ A'
be a flat localization; and let ~ = {li: Bi ~ Ali E J} be a finite set 0/ bifiat morphisms
compatible witk Q and such that K er( Q) ~ niEJ K eT(/t).
(i) Then ~ induces a bifiat cover of A'.
(ii) Suppose that A be an abelian category and each category Bi has enough injectives.
Let a functor F : A -----+ C be adapted to the family~. Then the standard complex <!(~, F)
of the functor F with respect to the family ~ is a r~sol1Ltion 01 the functor F 0 QA.
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Proof. (i) Note that if the category A is abclian, thc condition of the assertion (b) ·of

Lemma C2.2 is equivalent to the inclusion: Ker(Q) ~ niEJKer(!t).
(ii) Recall that 'F is adapted to ~ , means that F 0 !i* is an exact functor for all i E J.
Sinee fi* = Q" 0 fI. (in thc notations of Leluma C2.1), F is adapted to ~ = {lili E J} iff
F 0 Q'" is adapted to ~' := {fIli E J}. The statement follows now froln Theorem 2.2. _

C2.4. Corollary. Suppose that the conditions of Proposition 5.4.3 hold. 1/ the /unctor
F 0 Q'" is exact, then Hi(([.(~, F)) = 0 for all i 2: l.
C3. Aresolution related with an infinite cover. Fix a falnily ~ = {li: Bi --+ A I i E
J} of continuous nlorphisms. For each i E J, denote by Gi the composition fi. 0 ft and
by resp. 71i and fi adjunction arrows I dA - - t ~i and It 0 !i. ---+ I da. We can eneode the
family ~ in one morphism f J : ffiiEJB i ---+ A having the inverse image functor

fj : A

--t

II

X

Bi,

f---t

II ft(X).

(1)

iEJ

iEJ

C3.1. Lemma. Suppose that the category A has J -indexed products. Then the morphism
f J has a direct imag~ ,functpr: . f J * ( ffiiE J X d = ffiiE J fi. (Xi) .
Pro 0f. Set for eonveneince ß J
7J

= 7Jr

= ffii E J Bi.

The adj unetion arrow

: IdA ----+ fJ.fj

= II fi.ft
iEJ

is deternüned by the adjunction arrows 71i, i E J. The adjunction arrow

assigns to any

(Xi) E

Ob

ffiiEJ Bi

the eOlnposition of the natural projeetion

and the product (f i : ft fi.(X i ) --+ Xi) of adjunetion morphislns
that 7J and f are really adjunction arrows to areader. _

Ei·

We leave the checking

Note that if the fanüly ~ is biflat, i.e. the functors Ii.lt are cxaet for all i E J, thcn
the morphism f J is bifiat: the functor fJ.fj = ffiiEJ fi.lt is exact.
Note however that even in the case of abelian categories it is not true in general that
the exaetness of all fi.ft 1 i E J, itnplies the exactness of fJ",fj. Still we can use the
standard resolution related to a faluily ~ for a certain subcategory of A which, in thc ease
when ~ is a biftat cover could be thought as a full subcategory of sheaves with a cOInpact
support.
Denote by A~ the fuIl subcategory of A generated by all objccts X for which there
exists a finite subset J' = J' (X) of J with the following property:
(#) .for any morphisnl S : M ----+ L in A such that ft (s) is invertible for all i E J' 1
the eorresponding lnap A(s, X) : A(L, X) - - t A(M, X) is bijective.
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C3.2. Lemma. Let ~ = {li: Bi --+ A I i E J} be a set of flat morphisms. Suppose that
the categories A and Bi are abelian and tILe categories Bi have enough injectives. Then A;r
is an abeIian category with enough injectives.
Sketch 01 proof. For any finite subset J' of J, denote by AJI the full subcategory
of A generated by X E ObA having the property (#). The category A;r is the union of
the directed (with respect to ~) set of subcategories AJI. Each of the subcategories AJI
is equivalent to the quotient category AIS J' 1 where S J' is the intersection of thc kerneis
of functors ft, i E J'. In particular AJI is an abelian category covered by subcategories
Bi, i E J'. Since each Bi has enough injectives, AJI has enough injcctivcs, and these
injectives are injectives of thc catcgory A (hence of Aj) at the same time. _

Note that the category Aj eIoes not have usually infinite direct

SU1TIS.

C3.3. Theorem. Let A be an abelian category. And let J = {li: Bi --+ A I i E J} be an
arbitrary set 01 bifiat morphisms. Suppose each category Bi has enough injectives. And let
a lunctor F : A ---t C be adapted to~. Then the standard complex <!(~, F) 0/ the lunctor
F with respect to the cover ~ cornputes the values
of F to the subcategory A;r.

0/ the

derived functors of the restr'ition

Sketch 01 proof. Fix a finite subset J' of J. The complex <!(~, F) restricted to the
subcategory AJI for some finite J' is (homotopically) eql1ivalent to the complex <!( ~ JI , F),
where ~JI := {fi : Bi --+ A I i E J'}. But ~JI induces a finite bifiat cover of the subcategory
AJI. The assertion follows now from Theorem 2.2. _

C4. Resolutions of functors. Let f ; A ---t C and 9 : B ---+ C' be continuous
morphisms. Supposc that the categories of functors Fun(A, B) anel Fun(C, C') are wen
defined (each of the categories in question is equivalent to a small category). The pair
of morphislns f, 9 deternünes a continuous morphism <1>:Fun(A, B) ---+Fun(C, C') with an
inverse anel direct image functors resp. <1>* : X f--t g* 0 X 0 I. and <1>. : Y t----+ g. 0 Y 0 I·.
Moreover, if fand gare localizations (i.e. f. and g* are fully faithful)1 then <P is a
localization too. This follows froln thc fact that thc aeljunction IllOrphis111 <1>* 0 <1>* (Y) :=
g*og*oYol·of* ---+ Y is an isomorphism for any Y ifthe adjunction arrows j·of. ---+ Id c
and g* 0 g. ---+ I dei are isolllorphisms.
C4.1. Lemma. (a) Let m: = (Id B --+ 91 0 --+ 91 1 --+ ... ) be aresolution of the identical
junctor in B. Then -91 : y.t--r 91 0 Y is aresolution of IdFun(A,B).
(b) 1f the res olution 91 is adapted to g; i. e. the func tors g. 0 ~ are exact fOT all i ~ 0,
then th e res olution - 9l is adapted to <I> : Flln (A, B) --+ Fun (C, C') .
Proof. (a) Thc defining propcrties of 91: the complcx of endofunctors

o ----t I d B

---t

9lo ---+ 91 1

---t ...

is cxact and each of thc functors 9\ is exact, i 2: O. Since the notions of a mono- and
epimorphisln and exactness of sequences for functors are defined object-wise, thc functor
-91 has tbe same properties.
(b) By assumption g. 0 ~ is an exact functor for all i 2: O. This implics that the
functor <I>. 0 - 91 i : Fun(A, B) ----t Fun(C, C/), Y t----+ g. 0 ~ 0 Y 0 j., is exact for all i 2:: O.
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In particular, the -resolution - 9t of the ident ical functor of Fun (A, B) is adapted to the
morphism cI-. •

C4.2. Note. Let f : A -----1 C, 9 : B -----1 C be continuous morphisnls. And let 9t be a
resolution of I ds such that 9* 09\ is an exact functor for all i ~ O.
(a) The functor cI- ... 0- 91: sends any right exact functor into a cOlnplex of right exact
functors.
(b) If , is Bat (Le. ,... is exact), then cI-. 0 - 91: sends any (left) exact fnnctor into a
conlplex of (resp. left) exact functors.•
C4.3. Proposition. Let f : A -----1 C, 9 : B -----1 C' be continuous morphisms; and let ~ be
a biflat cover adapted to g. Let 91: = G(~) be the corresponding resolution 01 Id s . Then
the resolution - 9l : Y r---t G(~) 0 Y is adapted to the morphism

cI- : Fun(A, B) -> Fun(C, C'), cI-* : Y

r---t

g.

0

Y

0

f*.

Proof. Thc assertion follows from Theorem 2.2 and Lemma C4.1. •
It follows from Proposition C4.3 that thc derived functors of the direct. image functor
cI-... : Fun(A, B) .~ Ende are isomorphicto-the corresponding"cohomology of thc complex

cI- . .

0 -

lB(~) : Y I------t g.

0

lB(~)

0

Y

0

f·.

(1)

C5. Cohomology of invertible sheaves on a skew projective space. Return now to
the setting of Section 3; Le. fix a r-graded k-algebra R. For each , E r, we have an autoequivalence {)-y of the category gtrR - mad assigning to each graded module M == EBvErMv
the graded module M(...,) defined by: M(,)v :== M"Y+v for all vEr. Clearly the 'torsion
category' 'I+ is invariant with respect to {)-y for all ..., E r. Thercfore {), induces an
auto-equivalence, 0(,), of the category Projr(R) :== gtrR - mad/'I+. We caU the autoequivalenccs 0(,) canonicalline bundles on Projr(R). One of iIuportant problenlS is the
computing cohomology of 0(1'),1' E r.
We make these cOluputations below using thc <Jech cornplex for the skew projective
space Pr k which is by definition Projr(R), where r == zr+l, R is the algebra of skew
polynomi~ls in r + 1 indeterminates (cf. Example 5.4).
Let R be the k-algebra of skew polynoluials over a k-algebra A (cf. Exanlple 5.4).
We provide R with the canonical r -grading, r = zr+1, assigning to any element of the
algebra A the parity 0 and to any generator Xi the parity 'i, whcre Ti is the i-th canonical
generator of zr+l.
e5.I. Proposition. (a) The natural map R -> EB,ErHO(O(,)) is an isomotphisrn of
the r -graded algebras.
(b) Hr(O(,)) :::: Ax' if alt the components of T are negative, and Hr(o(,)) == 0 if
some of the components of, are nonnegative.
(c) There is a natural map HO(O(,)) ®A Hr(o(v) ---+ Hr(o(, + v)) for all 1', vEr
which induces aperfeet pairing
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where w = (-1, -1, ... , -1).
(b) Hi(O(l')) = 0 for all l' E f ifO < i <

T.

Proof. We shall use the standard (ar ruther Cech) camplex in an argument analogons
to the proof of the Serre's theorem in [Ha] (Theorem 111.5.1).
By Proposition C4.3 thc coholnology of any sheaf 9 : Projr(R) ---+ Projr(R) can be
computed a.s the cohonlology of the standard complex

(1)
where ~ is the canonical affine cover of Projr(R). Since thc cover ~ is senüseparated, thc
standard complex (1) is homotopically equivalent to the Ccch complex

(2)
Thc right hand side of the complex (2) is

II

1T * D 0

Xi

0

9 O.'lf*. :::-+ .

Tl

1T•. P 0

x1

D

9 D.1T: -:--+ .. ,..

::-:i".

iEh<

iEJ

,ll.

,1T * 0

~X1...9 9 ~ 7!"* ---:+ ... (3)

iEJn <

where, for each i = (it, ... , in), Xi := XiI' .. Xi n ; and 0 x1 ~ (Xi)-l R0R regarded as an
endofunctor of Projr(R).
Since thc functor 1T* is the composition of the tensoring R0A and the loealization
Q : gtrR - mod ---+ Projr(R), the funetor 1T. is thc cOlnposition of a right adjoint Q"
to thc loealization Q and thc functor gtrR - mod --t A - mod assigning to any graded
R-module its zero eomponent, thc functor
1T* D

0 X1

0 gD 1T* :

A - mod ---+ A - mod

(4)

is isomorphie to thc functor (Xi)-19(R(1')o0A. In partieular, if Q = 0(,) for SOIne, E f,
the functor (4) is isomorphie to (Xl)-l R(')o0A. Taking 9 equal thc dircct sum ffiiErO(,),
we obtain that 1T * 0 0 Xi 0 gD 1T* ~ (Xi)-l R®A, where (Xi)-l R is provided with the natural
f-grading. Set for convenience R X1 := (Xi)-lR. And let 9 denote EB"YErO(,). Then thc
Cech complex (3) is isomorphie to

c·(~, g)®A =

(ll R
iEJ

Xi

--t

II

R X1

--t ... --t

iEJ2 <

II

R X1

--t ...

-t

RXo ...

Xr)®A

(5)

iEJ n <

For any Hat lcft A-Illodnle L, the cohomology of the cOInplex C' (J, R) 0A L are
isomorphie to H*(C'(~,R)) ®A L.
(a) One ean see that the eanonical Illorphism R - t HO(C'(J, R)) is a IllonoIllorphism,
sinee {Xi} are not zero divisors (Le. already R - t R Xi is a lllonomorphism for any i).
Note that, for any 0 ::; i < m ::; T, the sequenee

o-t R

---+ R Xj Ei' R Xm --t R XiXm
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is exact. -Therefore thc sequence

o ---+ R ---+ TI R x

i

iEJ

---+

TI

O::;i,m::;r

is exact.

(b)

Hr(c'(~,

R)) is the cokernel of
dr -

1 :

TI

RXO ... Xk_1Xk+l .. ,Xr

-----t R XO ... xr

(6)

O::;k::;r
Note that R xo ... xr is a free A-module with the basis xi, i Er. The image of (6) is the
free submodule of Rxo",x r generated by all xi, such that at least one of the components of
i = (i o, ... , i r ) is nonnegative. Therefore Hr(c'(~, R)) is a free A-module with the basis
xi, whcre i runs through the set of elements of r with all conlponents negative.
(e) By (a), HO(C'('J,R)) = R = niEr~oAxl, where f;::o consists ofall elements of
f with nonnegative components. And, by (b), Hr(C'(~,R)) = fllEr<o Ax i , where r <0 is
·the -set of~elements·of'~ with-negative-components.·-Therefore;-we have 'a'natural action

(7)
determined by xl ® x m - I 1-------+ x(m)x Yn , where x(m) = 1 if m E r <0 and x(m) = 0 if
m fI. r <0' Let w denote thc eleluent (-1,-1",., -1). Then thc map (7) determines a
perfect pairing (Serre duality)

(8)

(d) Hi(C'(~,R)) = 0 for 0 < i <r. Localizillg the cOluplex C'(~,R) at (x r ), we
get the cOlnplex C'('J(x r ), R), where ~(xr) is the canonical cover of the open subschenle
U(x r ) := (xr)-lproj(R) of Proj(R). Since U(x r ) ~ (Rxr)o - mod ---+ A - mod is
affine, Hi(C'('J(xr),R) = 0 for i ~ 1. Since the localization at (x r ) is an exact functor,
H*(C'('J(xr),R)) ~ H+(C'('J,R))x r - the localization of H*(C'('J,R) at (x r )). Therefore
thc equality Hi(C'(~(Xr), R)) = 0 means that any element of Hi(C'('J, R)) is annihilated
by some power of X r . It remains to show that, for any 0 < i < r, the multiplication by
induces an injective lnap from Hi(C'('J, R) to itself.
Thc exact sequence of r -gradcd R-binlodules

o ---+ R( -,r) ~ R -+ R/ Rx r ---+ 0

Xr

(9)

and thc corresponding cohomologicallong cxact sequcnce:
... -----t Hi(Q( -fr)) ---+ Hi(Q) -----t H i (Q1i) ---+ Hi+1(Q( -')'r)) -----t ... -----t Hr(Q) ---+ 0

(10)
Tbe quotient ring R/ RX r is actually the r' -graded skew polynomial algebra, f' = zr,
with the f -grading induced by the projection r = zr+l ---+ r' sending "Yr to O. Thereforc,
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by the induction' hypothesis, H i UJ1i) = 0 for 0 < i < r - 1 which implies that X r :
H i (Q( -fr)) ---7 H i (Q) is an isolllorphism for 0 < i < r - 1. Since the multiplication by
X r is locally nilpotent, this means that Hi(Q) = 0 for 0 < i < r - 1.
Note that Hi(Q( -fr)) ~ Hi(Q)( -/'r)' Thus for i=O we have an exact sequence

So that H 1 (Q)( -/'r) = 0 = H1(Q). At thc other end of (4) we have thc exact sequence
(12)

Indeed, Hr-l(Q1i) = OiEr Ax l ; Hr(Q(-rr)) = OiErr Ax i , where f r is the subset
{i = (i o, ... , i r ) E r Ii r = -1}; Hr (<]) = OiEr Ax l • And the 1110rphisIll 8r is the dividing
by x r .
Therefore H r - 1 (Q) = O.•
l

For Projz(R), we have a direct analog of the classical result:

-C5.2;· ~Proposition;-·'(a)··The"natural "map R ---t fBnEzHO(O(n))- is an isomorphism of
the Z-gmded algebras.
(b) Hr(o( -r - 1)) ~ Ax- w
(c) The natural map

,

where w

= (-1, -1, ... , -1).

is aperfeet pairing of free A-modules of finite rank for all n E Z.
(d) Hi(O(n)) = 0 for all n E Z ifO < i <r.
Proof. The assertions follow from thc corresponding assel,tions of Proposition C5.1.
The detailcs are left to the reader. •

C5.3. Generalizations. Propositions C5.1 and C5.2 can be easily extended to thc cases
of skew projective spaces resp. Pr,f} and P ß (cf. 5.4.2). We leave details to the reader.

Appendix: reconstiuction of schemes.
A.O. Preliminaries on Spec. Fix an abelian category A with the property. RecaU that,
for any two objects X, Y of A, we write X >- Y if Y is a subquotient of a finite direct surn
of copies of X (cf. Note 2.5.1). For any X E OhA, denote by (X) the fuU subcategory of
A such that Ob(X) = OhA - {Y E OhA I Y >- X}. It is easy to check that X >- Y iff
(Y) ~ (X). This observation provides a convenient realization of the quotient of (ObA, >- )
with respect to the equivalence relation induced by >-: X ~ Y if X >- Y >- X. Namely,
(OhA, >-)/ ~ is isomorphie to ({ (X) 1 X E OhA}, 2).
Set SpecA = {P E OhA I P -# 0, and for any IlOllzero subobject X of P, X >- P}.
The spectrum, SpecA, of the catcgory A is the preordered set of equivalence (with rcspect
to >- ) classes of objects of SpecA. The eanonical realization of (OhA, >-)/ ~ induees a
canonical realization o'f SpecA : (SpecA = {(P) I P ESpecA}, ;2).
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A.O.l. Proposition. For any P ESpecA, the subcategory (P) is a Serre subcategory 0/
A. 11 A is a category with tILe property (sup) , then the converse is trlLe: il X is an object
01 A such that (X) is a Serre subcategory 01 A, then X is equivalent (in the sense 01 ~)
to a P ESpecA; i. e. (X) = (P).
Prao/. See Proposition 2.3.3 and 2.4.7 in [R] .•
A nonzero objeet X of a eategory A is called quasifinal if, for any nonzero object Y
of A, Y ~ X. The category A having aquasifinal objects is called Iocal.
Oue eao check that all simple objects of a loeal category (if any) are isomorphie to
each other. In partieular, the eategory of left modules over a eomITIutative ring R is loeal
iff the ring R is loeal.

A.O.2. Proposition. And the quotient category AI (P) is local.
Proo/. See Proposition 3.3.1 and Corollary 3.3.2 in [R] .•

A.O.3. Proposition. (a) For any topoIogizing ri. e. luli and closed with respect to taking
direct sums and subquotients) subcategory 1r 01 A, the inclusion functor 1r ---+ A induces
an embedding Spec1r --t SpecA.
(b) For any exact localization Q : A ----+ AIS and lor any P ESpecA, either P E ObS,
or Q(P) E SpecAIS; hence Q induces an injective rnap Irom SpecA-SpecS to SpecAIS.
A.O.4. The support of an object. Für any M E ObA the support
eünsists of all (P) E SpecA such that M f/. Ob(P).

0/ M,

Supp(M),

A.O.5. Localizations at subsets of the spectrum. Für any subset U üf SpecA, denüte
by (U) the interseetion n{p)EU(P). Being the intersection of a set of Serre subcategories,
(U) is a Serre subcategüry. A Iocalization at U is a loealization at the Serre subeatcgory

(U).
A.O.6. The topology T. We denote this way thc strongest tüpology eompatible with
the preorder 2 (recall that P '2 P' Ineans that P' is a specialization of P). Its explieit
description: the closure of a subset W of SpecA consists of all specializations of all points
ofW.

A. 0.7. The Zariski top ology. A subscheme 'lr of an abelian category A (cf. C6. 0)
is Zariski closed 01' simply closed if it is a reflective subcategory of A; Le. thc inclusion
functor has a left adjoint. One can show that the family of sets Spec'lr, where 1r runs
through the dass of closed subschemes of A can be regarded as a base closed sets of a
topology which is called the Zariski topology (cf. [RJ, 111.6.3.1).
A.l. A locally ringed space associated to a category. Fix an abelian eategory A.
Suppose we have fixed also a topology T on SpecA. Then we can associate to' the pair
(A, T) a ringcd space (X, 0), whcrc the underlying topological space X is (SpecA, T) and
the 'structure' shcaf 0 is a sheaf associated to the presheaf D whieh assigns to every open
set U the center of the quotient category AI (U). Reeall that the center of a eategory is
the ring of endolllorphisms of its identical funetor.
We define a strongly closed subscheme as a closed subscheme 1r of A compatible with
localization at points of SpecA. Thc latter means that the eanonical funetor l'ITn (P) ---+
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A/(P} -establishes-an equivalence of 1'/'lr n (P) and a closed subscheme of A/(P} for-any
(P) ESpecA. We define the strong Zariski topology, T3, on SpecA as the weakest
topology on SpecA such that the subset Specl' is closed for any strongly closed subscheIne.
A.2. Theorem ([R2]). Suppose that A is the category 0/ quasi-eooherent sheaves on an
arbitrary seheme X. Then the ringed spaee ((SpecA, T3 ), (JA) is isomorphie to the scheme

X.
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